
RMHA Travel Jersey Policy 

1. Players are responsible for the purchase of a complete set of jerseys (home and away) 

2. RMHA will schedule ONE sizing date where all players are required to finalize their jersey size 
1. Players that are unable to attend the sizing date must make separate arrangements on their own with the 

vendor before order date; failure to adhere and 'best guess' sizing will be made on that players behalf 

3. RMHA will pre-select ONE vendor to be used for the purchase of jerseys and other assorted spiritwear including 
but not limited to: 

1. Track suits 
2. Jackets 

3. Hockey bags 
4. Selected vendor must agree to the following: 

1. Timely order and delivery of jerseys (completed by Aug 15th of the current playing year) 
2. Provide size samples for jerseys and track suits at RMHA location on date of RMHA choosing 

3. Process orders and manage financial transactions of players / teams separately. 
4. Complete sponsor bar screening as defined by RMHA to be included in cost of jersey pricing. 

 

5. A player may keep his jersey set from the previous year only if the jersey is not damaged. The team staff is 
responsible for ensuring that player jerseys are in suitable condition void of any tears, holes or other excessive 
damage. If jersey is deemed unacceptable, player will order new set. 

1. If a jersey has to be removed from a player due to medical reasons, the player will not be billed. 

2. If a jersey is damaged from faulty rink facilities the player will not be billed. 
6. Players will be allowed to select their own jersey numbers with some exceptions to be noted by RMHA. 

7. RMHA may procure 2 additional player jerseys for each team for the purpose of AP players. These jerseys are to be 
returned to RMHA at the end of each season and stored in the team locker. 

1. Any player that damages these particular jerseys will be billed according to the age of the jersey a minimum 
of $25 to a maximum of $65. 

2. Any non-returned AP jersey will be billed to the team a minimum of $25 to a maximum of $65. 

8. RMHA is responsible for managing team sponsors. Those  sponsors will be screened onto the jersey at the time of 
the order. 

9. **Players using jerseys from a previous season will have a sponsor bar sewn onto their jersey at the players 
expense. 

10. RMHA will place team orders with the preferred vendor based on the sizing date. Players will be responsible for 
picking up their set and paying for their set at the vendor's location. 

11. **Players may opt to give / sell their jerseys to another player as needed. 
12. C's and A's must be sewn on (not screened) and removed by the player at the end of the season at the team / 

players expense. 

13. Exemption from the policy is Juvie travel teams. 

 


